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Introduction
Your employees are your most important asset, and the systems that
connect them to your HR team play a crucial role.
HR Central is a secure, ISO-certified platform which streamlines and
manages employees’ support requests. It helps you realize world-class
HR service delivery, making it a pleasure for your employees to interact
with your HR team. The platform can boost productivity and ensure
HR compliance.
HR Central offers:
• Context-aware help embedded directly in SAP® SuccessFactors
• Flexible, configurable ticketing, with built-in automation for
repetitive tasks
• Live, interactive dashboards that provide an overview of HR
service delivery
• Multilingual knowledge bases that encourage employee selfservice and reduce support tickets
• A Learning Management System (LMS) for employee skills
development and regulatory compliance

Our platform
HR Central is a modular, multilingual platform that you can configure
according to your needs. We currently support English, German,
French and Spanish, and our functionality is role-based to help you
manage permissions.

SuccessFactors integration
HR Central integrates seamlessly with SAP® SuccessFactors. It has a
similar user interface and single sign-on (SSO).
Simply click ‘Ask HR’ on any SuccessFactors page to launch HR
Central’s context-aware help.

We source data directly from SuccessFactors to align user roles and
authorizations, meaning you don’t have to use third-party tools or
costly implementation services.

Tickets and Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
The main purpose of HR Central is managing employees’ support requests.
Our ticketing system is highly flexible and customizable, and we’ll work with you to design a ticket workflow that’s tailored
to your business, with built-in automation to streamline repetitive tasks.

Ticket configuration
We use these industr y-standard mechanisms for tickets:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statuses (such as Open, Escalated to development, and Awaiting info)
Priorities (to identify the severity of the ticket and allocate SLAs and rules)
Custom fields
Rules (to automate ticket actions)
Buttons (to easily trigger custom actions, rules and statuses)
Workflows (which are logical containers for statuses, custom fields, rules and buttons)

These features make HR Central’s ticketing very easy for both support agents and employees to use.

Service Level Agreements
With HR Central, you can drive HR service-delivery
performance by measuring ticket response and
resolution times.

HR Central’s SLAs include:
• Operation times, which cater for specific support
days and times
• Policies, which allow you to configure response
and resolution times

HR Central also provides SLA reporting and distribution graphs so your management team can analyze response and resolution times.

Email integration
Ticket owners, assignees, and watchers will get email
notifications, and they can respond and attach files to
the ticket directly in their email client.
You can also create new tickets (with default fields
already filled in) using a unique email address.

Canned responses and ticket
automation
HR Central’s canned responses and automated rules
help you accelerate ticket processing times and avoid
repetitive tasks.
Canned reponses allow you to create and use standard,
pre-worded ticket replies. You can also add template
items to personalize these replies.
Automated rules allow you to trigger actions if certain
conditions are met. The possibilities are endless, but
here are some common examples:
• Route tickets to certain teams or individuals based
on fields or the content of the ticket
• Notify the employee’s supervisor if a critical ticket
is logged
• Send out a reminder to the support agent if they
haven’t replied to the ticket in a while
• Hand tickets over to a team in a different time
zone at certain times of the day

Knowledge bases
With HR Central, you can create a knowledge base with ‘help’ articles for your employees. This information is crucial in driving
employee self-service and reducing support tickets.
Our knowledge bases are workflow-driven content management systems with roles, visibility levels, and review processes that give you
precise control over who creates, publishes, and views your content.
HR Central will automatically search your knowledge base when employees create tickets, pointing them to articles with
possible solutions.

Content management and
approval workflows
Access to your knowledge base is driven by
roles and permissions. This lets you control
who can create articles and ensures that
articles are approved before employees
see them.

Multiple languages
HR Central allows you to maintain
multiple versions of the same article
and automatically detects your language
when you’re writing an article.
If an article isn’t available in your
language, HR Central will show the article
in the system’s default language.

Notifications
Content reviewers will receive notifications
when a new article needs to be reviewed,
and employees can choose to receive
notifications when new knowledge base
articles are available.

Reports, dashboards and widgets

Videos and downloads
You can also can upload how-to videos, documents, and other files to drive employee self-service and reduce support tickets.
We use a global content delivery network (CDN) for optimized performance, allowing you to store and download multiple large
files. You can also embed videos in knowledge base articles.

Learning Management System(LMS)
HR Central ships with a lightweight Learning Management System (LMS) so you can design training courses about your
company’s HR and security procedures, and improve regulatory compliance. You can embed videos, create quizzes, and track
your employees’ progress.

Development roadmap
and demos
Our development roadmap
We’re actively developing HR Central to become the optimal solution
for your unique business and HR needs, and we regularly incorporate
client feedback into our development roadmap.
The following features are currently on our roadmap:
• Document filing to augment SuccessFactors while achieving
regulatory compliance (this feature will integrate with EPI-USE Labs
Query Manager™ and Document Builder™)
• Sentiment analysis on tickets (via machine learning)
• Resource scheduling and rostering for support agents
• Automated checklists based on ticket classifications
• Kanban boards to visualize ticket workflows and team capacity

Demos and more information
Please contact us via warrene@epiuselabs.com for a detailed demo or
more information.
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